Many gas stations are open 24 __ a day
Some people check the __ of their oil and other automotive fluids
Use the trip __ on the odometer to count miles between fill-ups
The __ of gas changes frequently due to supply and demand
Each station has several __, but you may have to wait if it's busy
Gas stations are located by main __ and highways
You should never __ while pumping gas
Gas is stored in __ underground at the station
Keep your __ inflated for better gas mileage
All gas stations have an emergency pump shut-off __
Air and __ are available to service your car
If there is ever a fire, do not remove the gas __ from the tank
In the state of __, all pumps are full service by law
Most pumps have a cover and lights for your convenience and __
Some stations have security __ for your safety and theirs
Some larger gas stations have a __ you can drive through
This gasoline additive is distilled from corn
Calculate your gas __ by dividing the miles driven by gallons used
Regular, mid-grade or __ quality gasoline
You can clean your __ while waiting for the gas to pump
__ who are not old enough to drive should not use the pump
There is usually a __ if you'd like to clean out the car
Nearly all gas these days is __ or diesel
Gas station __ are convenient, but not always clean
A __ __ may have diesel fuel, food, showers and other conveniences
At most pumps you can pay with a __ __ without going inside
Many gas stations have __ stores with drinks and snacks
Static __ can start a fire at the pump, especially in dry weather
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